Investigators can request a “case series” to work up, usually comprised of five or more instances of a particular disease for study along with access to the full range of information and photographic images. Archived tissues for further evaluation are also available. Because tissue structure and proteins are maintained, scientists can extract genetic material and can look at proteins one by one described and noted by the pathologist. The eye is then photographed, after which the globe is embedded in a paraffin block (allowing the tissue to be stored forever without drying or desiccating). Very thin slices of tissue are then mounted on glass slides and stained to enhance the visibility of cells and cell components for microscopic viewing. Reports of the findings are sent to the submitting veterinarian to provide a timely and accurate diagnosis for their animal “patients.”

The cumulative result of these detailed specimen examinations is an unparalleled histopathology collection and photographic record. Indexed by animal species, age, gender, breed, disease, specimen submission reports, and the lab’s diagnostic summary, information is widely searchable within the fully archived collection. Lab scientists are also involved in investigating distinctive and relevant aspects of ocular disease processes to better comprehend disease origins, effects, and progression.

Due to a steadily increasing caseload, Dubielzig relinquished his longstanding diagnostic and teaching role conducting biopsies and necropsies in the Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital in order to direct full attention to his COPLOW activities. He remarks, “I’m pleased to have the opportunity to devote more time to my central research focus, cataloging and teaching about the pathology of spontaneous disease of the eye in animals. In addition to collaborating with the clinical veterinary ophthalmologists throughout the world who submit specimens, I also work with ophthalmology residents from many places who use the archival resource to compile a case series for research projects.”

This low magnification view of a normal loon eye shows the entire eye in cross section. A very thin tissue slice, slide-mounted and stained, is representative of those of each species in the collection.

Richard Dubielzig, PhD, reviewing pathology submissions at a teaching microscope in his veterinary pathology lab.

Dubielzig’s photographs capture the innate beauty in eye structure. This high magnification view shows retinal layers in macaque monkey (left) and walleye (right) eyes.

Investigators can request a “case series” to work up, usually comprised of five or more instances of a particular disease for study along with access to the full range of information and photographic images. Archived tissues for further evaluation are also available. Because tissue structure and proteins are maintained, scientists can extract genetic material and can look at proteins one by one...
Recognizing the study of animal and human eyes as mutually informative and richly complementary, he worked with ERI Director Daniel Albert (Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences) to structure a learning environment for their respective fellows to participate reciprocally in the daily “read out” of the slides of newly-received specimens in both the veterinary and physician pathology labs. Currently training his fifteenth fellow, Dubielzig has required each to write a research case report for publication—using specimens and data accrued within the COPLOW collection as primary resources. Studies have included retrospectives analyzing various ocular cancers in equine and canine species; identification of morphologic features of degeneration and cell death in the retina in dogs with acute glaucoma; discovery of a cancerous spindle cell tumor that affects only blue-eyed dogs; and a first report of feline intraocular tumors arising from lens epithelial cells.

A true scholar-scientist with broad knowledge and expertise in art as well, Dubielzig brings his considerable photography skills to his scientific interests, capturing remarkable views of animal eyes that simultaneously engender insight and appreciation. His carefully crafted images, often superimposed multiple exposures of the same specimen in order to intensify coloring or structural differentiation, are much more than teaching tools. When asked how his art and science perspectives interface, Dubielzig responds: “I attempt to create an image that tells a story about the disease beyond simply recording the morphology—an image that is engaging in itself and facilitates a deeper understanding of the disease process.”

Many of his images illustrate a new pathology text, a synthesis of what Dubielzig has learned about veterinary eye pathology during the course of his career and the first to compare eye diseases in animals to those in humans in a systematic way. Titled Veterinary Ocular Pathology: A Comparative Review, co-authored with Kerry Ketring and with ERI members Gillian McLellan and Daniel Albert, the book will be released by Elsevier in June. It will provide tangible evidence of the multidisciplinary approach and collaborative spirit Dubielzig brings to his many interactions with veterinary and physician ophthalmologists and pathologists, and with the broad spectrum of basic scientists, humanists and engineers within the ERI. With the philosophy that knowledge gained in one species benefits all, Dick Dubielzig serves as a reserve of deep experience and myriad ideas for continued collaborative explorations—a resource as rich as the collection he has nurtured, sustained and advanced.